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Cast Out from the "City upon a Hill:1-
Antinomian Exiles in Rhode Island,
t63B-r65o

he Antinomian controversy" David D. Hall writes, "has come into
its own."1 Volumes have been produced on the subject, including
psychoanalyses of Anne Hutchinson, a main protagonist in the drama,

treatises on the political origins and repercussions of the event, discussions
of the social standings of the participants, and in-depth treatments of the
intellectual and theological issues involved.' Scholars have examined what
the episode suggests about the role of women in seventeenth-century New
England and what implications the controversy had for the civil structure in
Massachusetts and for Puritanism generally. Most agree that the upheaval
was a turning point of some kind, and that after the banishment of the most
dangerous radicals to Rhode Island, the Puritan New \florld experiment
would never again be the same.

In early treatments of the controversy, the departure from Massachusetts
Bay of those said to have held "many unsound and loose opinions" generally
marks the end of the story. Beginning with John \Tinthrop's version of 1644
and continuing to the present, chroniclers and historians have for the most part
zealously protected the heritage of the Bay colony as the heritage of America
itself.3 Traditionally, then, Antinomianism has been considered important only
insofar as it intersected with the history of Massachusetts; what became of the
exiles has been treated as unimporrant to the larger history of New England
and America.

Commencing with accounts of the controversy from orthodox Congregation-
alists and continuing in modern historians' treatments, the home of most of
the outcast Antinomians, Rhode Island, has been seen as a chaotic mix of
rebels against the Puritan religious and civil establishment.a In this view, Anne
Hutchinson led a group of radical followers southward from Massachusetts
to establish a society based on spiritual freedom and separation of church
and state. Eighty-six participantss in the religious and political struggle in
Massachusetts took up residence in Rhode Island, whose inhabitants, in
avoiding the Bay Colony model of church and government formation, were
seemingly resigning themselves to atomism, even anarchy. Relatively little is
known about the Antinomian exiles; yet this interpretation-as merged with
the Baptist tradition-suggests that they blazed, a trail for religious freedom
in America.

A closer examination of the Antinomian settlers reveals a different picture.
Evidence indicates that they established congregations similar to the ones
they had left and split into minor factions based mostly on personal ambitions,
not spiritual matters. Theological distinctions among these Antinomians were
blurred, but most of the settlers appear to have initially stayed close to their
Puritan roots. Almost half later found a home in one of the major sects
(Quakerism or Anabaptism) that came to dominate Rhode Island or counted
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CAST OUT FROM THE "CITY UPON A HILL"

themselves among the followers of the eccentric theologian Samuel Gorton'

but nearly a quartef returned to the congregational scheme in the Bay Colony

or maintained obvious Puritan connections while in exile.

The Massachusetts Puritan view of Rhode Island as a wasteland of heretics

stemmed from the orthodox understanding of Antinomianism and its religious

and political implications. Seventeenth-century Congregationalists saw the

spiritual and temporal as inseparable: God's chosen wefe expected to cfeate

pure societies, an endeavor that would cement the covenant between God and

his people and lessen the risk of divine punishment. Bay Colony authorities

argued that God was offended by the existence of those openly holding

unorthodox, "untrue" oPinions.

During the three years of the Antinomian controversy, Massachusetts was

in danger of offending God for another feason as well: the disagreements

on which the crisis pivoted-disagreements over how to determine who was

saved-were capable of dividing the orthodox community itself, a result that

would surely provoke the Lord's anger. John Cotton of the Boston Church,

a central player in the drama, interpreted Calvin strictly, arguing that a saint

should never look to good wofks (sanctification) as absolute evidence of his

or her election (justification).5 Cotton went so far as to suggest that relying on

behavior for assurance of salvation signified certain damnation; it smacked of

popery, of using works to gain God's favor.'

In denying works as evidence of salvation, Cotton deviated from standard

Puritan pfactice. Since 1635 or L636, orthodox ministers had been organizing

churches of visible saints, churches whose members were expected to explain

why they believed God had chosen them. Petitioners for church admission

shared with the congregation the experiences by which the Spirit had revealed

the knowledge of their election. Puritans generally "prepared" themselves to

receive this information by praying, reading Scripture, studying their pastor's

sermons, keeping spiritual diaries, and trying to submit themselves completely

to God's will.t The human role in this process was limited to humbling the soul

and watching for outward signs of God's affection.

Cotton and the slightly more extreme Boston cleric John Vheelivright denied

the propriety of "preparation," suggesting that the plactice contradicted Prot-

estant authorities. Since God had made his choice of saints before creation, they

argued, human activity was completely irrelevant to both salr'ation and knowl-

edge of election. This divine decision meant that God had lor-ed this select

group of humans before they existed; thus their love of the Creator did not

influence the Creator to love them. By this reasoning. prepararion had no

function other than self-delusion. Both Cotton and \-hee lu-righr argued that

conversion does not arrive bit by bit, but n'ith the "tullness- of the Hoiv Spirit'u

The consequences of the Cotton-Wheels,right position for \'Iassachusetts Bay

wefe astounding. That the two clerics broke ranks s-as in irself significant, since

orthodox leaders feared any dissent as an assault against the one immutable

"Truth." Elders recognized early that Corton-a highly respected theologian-

was an indispensable "Instrument of calming these storms and cooling these

hot contentions and paroxysms that have begun to swell and burn in these
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poor Churches" and implored him "to bear witness with us against those
Opinions which shall appear to be false, and the defenders thereof: for we
need, not only your consent with us in the truth, but your seasonable reproof
of those that dissent." Massachusetts ministers begged God "to clear up all
our judgments in one truth, that we may all think and speak and preach the
very same thing," fearing that without agreement the Bay citizenry would
become "disheartened and unsetled in their holy course."to

Argument intensified in 1637 when \Theelwright appeared to defend the
"doctrine of Grace" more fiercely than Cotton. During a communal fast day
designed for reconciliation, \Theelwright preached a fiery sermon in which he
recognized that his followers would "cause a combustion in the Church and
comon wealth." He framed the escalating dispute over assurance of salvation
in terms of a biblical conflagration, wherein "there must be a Spirituall burn-
ing" to destroy the Antichrist. In doing so, Wheelwright clearly viewed the
Massachusetts church-state formulation as secondary to the goal of seeing
God "with a direct eye of faith"; being charged with sedition by a worldly
power operating under the Covenant of \forks meant little to him as he
exhorted his followers to "prepare for battell and come out against the
enemyes of the Lord."tt

Wheelwright's sermon was problematic not simply for its use of martial lan-
guage and imagery but for the issues it raised about the relationship in Puritan-
ism between the Word and the Spirit, Scripture and Revelation. Thomas Shepard
had quizzed Cotton about whether the Spirit could work in people's souls
independently of anything else, but he received only vague answers. Cotton's
colleagues clearly sought to advance the Bible and the Holy Spirit together by
arguing that the latter worked through and illuminated the former. But Cotton's
elusive rhetoric at times seemed to contradict the orthodox position, favoring
the Spirit's effectiveness in an individual sans Scripture or any other kind
of preparation. Ultimately Cotton would be able to retain his position and
reputation, while Wheelwright and a number of his followers would pay for
emphasizing the spiritual side of the equation and opt for banishment to the
northern wilderness of Exeter (now New Hampshire) rather than compromise.l2

Believing that the Cotton-Wheelwright position destroyed a fragtle balance
between the Spirit and the'Word, other ministers worried that the Scriptures
would be forsaken and that congregation members would deny the importance
of biblical law and authority,l3 relying instead upon delusions of direct knowl-
edge via the Holy Spirit. These fears were confirmed when, under examination
by the General Court in November 1,637, Cotton's student Anne Hutchinson
boldly stated that the truth of her position had been revealed to her "by an
immediate revelation." This assertion provided the authorities with the issue
they needed to censure and ultimately banish Hutchinson and her followers.'o

To the Bay Colony's ministry and magistracS Hutchinson's declaration hinted
at the dangerous doctrine of the Familists, an extreme emphasis on the "in-
dwelling" Spirit. Puritan theologians-Cotton and Shepard among them-noted
that this radical group, which had originated on the Continent, used Scripture
in a limited, abusive wa5 relying mostly upon individual conscience for the
"Truth."1s To men like John Nfinthrop, the Antinomians seemed prone to the
same error, since they too rejected the only "safe and sure way of searching
and finding Christ," the Bible.'6
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CAST OUT FROM THE "CITY UPON A HILL"

The Massachusetts authorities decided that the expulsion of these neo-Familists
was the only logical course to take. Arguing for banishment, Thomas lfelde
equated the divisions caused by the Antinomians to the separation of husbands

and wives.'S7inthrop saw a connection between the Hutchinson-Wheelwright
party and the biblical cases of Cain, Hagar, and Ishmael, all of whom were sep-

arated from their families for the sake of justice and peace. "Such disturbers
should be put out from among us," 'Winthrop argued, "seeing it is one of their
tenents, that it is not possible their opinions, and external peace can stand

together; and that the difference between them and us is (as they say) as wide
as between Heaven and Hell." V/inthrop concluded that disturbing the unity
was not only seditious but also harmful to such normal functions of society as

trade, commerce, and farming-anything that required peaceful intercourse
between neighbors.lT

The swift action of the orthodox party in neutralizing and excising the Anti-
nomians suggests how unsettling their ideas were to the authorities. After
passing a law against "strangers" so that the Hutchinson-'Wheelwright group
could not increase its numbers through migration into the colony, the S7inthrop
faction successfully disarmed, disfranchised, and finally exiled selected "radi-
cals."t8 To some extent the victorious "conservative"Congregationalists were

able to achieve these aims by associating their opponents with discredited groups

like the Familists and the violent, anarchic German Anabaptists. By 1640 most

of the troublemakers had removed from Massachusetts, some joining Wheel-
wright and others settling ultimately on Aquidneck, which later became known
as Rhode Island. \Tinthrop and the others who remained behind felt that a

major threat had been eliminated and that the entire colony could be "settled
again in the truth."1e

Meanwhile, Bay Colony officials were characterizing Rhode Island as a jurisdic-

tion where the exiles were denying established Congregational structures and

practices and the Antinomian heresy was taking its chaotic course. From Win-
throp's perspective the exiles were "loose and degenerate in their practices (for

these Opinions will certainly produce a filthy life by degrees)," negligent about
praying and observing the Sabbath "unlesse the Spirit stirre [them] up there-

unto," and prone to "frequent and hideous lying." They had rejected a learned

ministry on the grounds that the indwelling Spirit provided more knowledge

than a university-educated pastor could ever supply, and they had ignored con-

gregational discipline by separating themselves from their churches in Massa-

chusetts with ease. But the dissidents would themselves be constantly plagued

with schism, lTinthrop warned; as long as each could follow his or her own
spirit from meeting to meeting, preacher to preacher, their religious lives were

bound to remain unsettled.2o

No Massachusetts Puritan was likely to deny the spiritual anarchy of Rhode

Island, even though most had no firsthand experience with that fledgling col-

ony." All that was generally known was that there was another settlement

to the south, called Providence, which was filled with outcasts and headed

by the infamous radical Roger Williams. The Antinomian exiles, Vinthrop
noted in 1644,

went all together out of our jurisdiction and precinct into an Iland, called Read-

Iland, (surnamed by some the Iland of errors) and there they live to this da5 most of
them, but in great strife and contention in the Civill estate and other wise, hatching

and multiplying new Opinions, and cannot agree, but are miserably divided into
sundry sects and factions.""
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Just as lTinthrop expected,

Mrs. Hutchinson and those of Aquidnay Island broached new heresies every
year. Divers of them turned professed anabaptists, and would not wear any arms,
and denied all magistracy among christians, and maintained that there were no
churches since those founded by the apostles and evangelists, nor could any be,
nor any pastors ordained, nor seals administered.r3

John cotton, having long since ironed out the differences with his brethren,
continued to be more sympathetic-and even felt partially responsible for the
situation of the exiles-but he too believed that the Rhode Island followers of
his former pupil Anne Hutchinson had gone too far. They were, he declared,
"bent on backsliding into error and delusion."ro

This orthodox perception of Rhode Island as the seat of radicalism continued,
pafily as a result of infamous female exiles whose religious opinions were noto-
rious, especially because these views were more extreme than those of their hus-
bands. Anne Hutchinson's husband, 'william, 

does not appear to have been a
strong supporter of the indwelling Spirit, but he joined the exiles to be with his
excommunicated wife. He explained his actions to the Boston church in terms
of loyalty saying that "he was more nearly tied to his wife than to the church,
he thought her to be a dear saint and servant of god."r' Similarly william Dyer,s
own spiritual views were overshadowed by his wife Mary's bold support for
Hutchinson and her later marfyrdom for euaker principles.r5 Robert Harding,
far from radical in the eyes of Boston leaders, was married to a woman who, in
L639, "was Excommunicated for speaking evill of Authority both in church
and commonweale" in her defense of Anne Hutchinson.rT Another "rank
familist" and friend of Hutchinson, Jane Hawkins, a midwife whom'lfinthrop
suspected of witchcraft, led her husband, Richard, into banishment.r8 Thus the
true radicals, and the ones who got the most attention from Puritan authorities,
were often women whose much less extreme husbands became guilty by asso-
ciation with their spouses. More than that, these men were seen as failing to
control their wives, and thereby as yielding to the weaker sex, an unacceptable
state of affairs in a society where women were thought to be inclined to evil.

The negative image of Rhode Island survived in the historiography. winthropt
views were echoed in later years-and in fact were carried into the nineteenth
century-by william Hubbard, Josiah Quincy, and John Gorham pelfrey. The
widespread seventeenth- and eighteenth-century notion that the Bay colony
represented the stable norm and its southern neighbor the chaotic exception
was captured in cotton Mather's famous quip that Rhode Island harbored
"colluvies of Antinomians, Familists, Anabaptists, Anti-Sabbatarians, Armini-
ans, socinians, Quakers, Ranters, everything in the world but Roman catholics
and real christians." George Berkeley, the well-known British theologian, made
similar observations regarding sectarianism during his 1729 stay in Newport. In
the later eighteenth century, Anglican missionaries complained about Rhode
Island enthusiasts who created an even less hospitable atmosphere than that of
Massachusetts. seen from the perspective of the progressive Era about
a hundred years later, colonial Rhode Island briefly gained historical favor as
a bastion of tolerance and religious freedom, but by the time perry Miller pub-
lished The Netu England Mind in 1939, the tide was rurning once again, and
the mainstream Puritan image of the colony was revitalized at the expense of
Rhode Island's reputation as an early model of church-state separation.2e

AA oo AA da da
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CAST OUT FROM THE "CITY UPON A HII,I,"

Evidence suggests that the Antinomian controversy involved individuals
throughout the Massachusetts Bay colony and that those who went to Rhode
Island generally maintained ties with the communities from which they had
fled. In many cases these people eventually returned to those towns and were
rechurched. The largest number of exiles to Rhode Island came from Boston,
but the citizenries of Roxbury,'Weymouth, Ipswich, and Newbury were also
significantly represented in Aquidneck. Antinomian ourcasts returned to all
of these towns, suggesting an overall unwillingness on the part of the exiles
to turn their backs on the Puritan system.

Early in L639 the Boston church formed a committee to investigate the Anti-
nomian exiles in Rhode island. In the eyes of pastor John \il/ilson, Cotton,
and the remaining church members, only three of their number-wheelwright,
Hutchinson, and the outspoken rfilliam Aspinwall-had been released from
membership; those who followed them into banishment were still considered
part of the church. In February the congregation chose \flilliam Hibbon, cap-
tain Edward Gibbon, and John oliver "to goe to the Iseland of Aquethnicke to
inquyre of the state of matters amongst our brethren there, and to require some
satisfactory Aunswer about such things as wee heare to be offensive amongst
them."30 The contingent went armed with letters for the leaders of the Rhode
Island group, hoping "to understand their judgements in divers points of reli-
gion . . . and to require them to give account to the church of their unwar-
rantable practice in communicating with excommunicated persons."31

By sending representatives to the "wandringe sheepe at the Iland," the Boston
church not only demonstrated an abiding interest in bringing the exiles back into
the fold but also signaled its belief that radicalism was reversible. After all, the
churchmen had seen some Hutchinsonians admit their errors, and they had
rechurched a number of Antinomians, even welcoming back some excommuni-
cants who had, for a time, "continued very hard and impenitent."3, Clearly the
church expected some of its erring members to return from Rhode Island.

Recommunication with the Boston church always remained a possibility for the
group of exiles that John \Theelwright had ied into the northern wilderness
before Hutchinson's banishment. wheelwright's followers remonstrated on his
behalf, but they consistently denied holding positions significantly different
from those of the other church members. Seeking peace in the churches, they
noted that Wheelwright had simply discussed spiritual union with Christ, just
as every other minister had. They were quick to emphasize that "if you look
at the effects of his doctrine upon the hearers, it hath not stirred up sedition in
us."33 In a very submissive preexile document, the group indicated its desire to
reconcile, "to become humble supplicants to your worships." Many of the peti-
tioners had not joined wheelwright in his migration to Exeter, and this faction
was eager to return to the good graces of the Bay Colon,v. By Decembe r 1637
twenty who had remained in Massachusetts fully acknowledged fault in
exchange for readmission to the church.ro

Several who had left Massachusetts to settle in Rhode Island similarly redevoted
themselves to the Massachusetts church-state system. John 

'Wilson of the Boston
church acknowledged that many "of the Iland" were ready to return, as "some
have given satisfaction in part to the church and doe hould them selves as mem-
bers of the church."3'Apparently on cordial terms with Massachusetts, 

'$filliam

Brenton, an important political figure in early Rhode Island, returned to Boston
between 1650 and 1658; Brenton's children went back to Boston permanently
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CAST OUT FROM THE "CITY UPON A HILL"

and resumed their places under the government and in the puritan churches.3.
other exiles made peace with other Bay colony churches. Despite his huge land
holdings on Aquidneck,'lfilliam Foster was again living in Rowley by tiet.'
Enoch Hunt found a temporary home in Newport, but less than two years later
he returned to Nfeymouth, raised his family there, and then went to England,
where he died in 1.652.38 Edward poole also returned from Aquidn".k to yr.y-
mouth' where he raised his family and died in 1,664.3, John Layton, who had
settled in Newport, appeared in Essex county records as early as 1645,and his
will was proved at Ipswich in 1,694.a0 

'sTilliam 
Needham, a resident in Newport

in 1538, not only returned to Massachusetts by 154g but upon his death in
1690left one-third of his estate to the old south church.4' In 163g, the same
year in which he was granted land in portsmouth, 

John spencer left for England
and then resettled in salem, where he died a decade after his self-imposed exile;
though he acknowledged friendships with a mixrure of congregationalists and
future Quakers, his will provided an endowment to the .,reuerent instructor
in Christ mr Cotton."a2

Ironicallg members of Anne Hutchinson's own family were among those who
ultimately chose Massachusetts in preference to Rhode Island. Thomas savage,
an Aquidneck resident for a short time in 1638, thought well enough of the
Boston church to allow its representatives to stay at his house on their way to
demand satisfaction from his mother-in-laq Mrs. Hutchinson; he himself later
returned to the Bay colony.o3 Edward Hutchinson, a son of the ..American

Jezebel," removed from Rhode Island to Boston, and though he opposed the
Quaker persecutions of the 1550s, he did not join the sec. His children all
married into well-respected Puritan families.oo

Some exiles spent little time in Rhode Island before reintegrating themselves
into Puritan communities in Massachusetts or returning to England. Robert
Harding fled from Massachusetts in 1638, "yet he kept up his kindness for
Boston," married the daughter of a United colonies commissioner, and re-
turned to England with future Bay colony governor John Leverettl by 1,651
he was a merchant in London.o'Brothers Stephen, Thomas, and Richard
Dummer all came from Hampshire to Massachusetts, removed to portsmouth
temporarily, and found themselves back in England by the late 1540s. The
Dummers raised families on both sides of the Atlantic and became connected
by marriage with some of the most significant orthodox New England families,
including the Sewalls.a5
'STilliam 

Aspinwall, one of the original settlers of Porrsmouth and the secretary
of the new colony, similarly rejected Antinomian radicalism, spending barely
six months in Rhode Island. By early 1639 he had made his way back to Bos-
ton, where Cotton noted that the former Hutchinsonian had become "satisfied
of the Righteous and just proceedings of the church in castinge out some of
our members and soe refuseth to have any Communion with them in the thinges
of God."'7 Early in 1642 Aspinwall had come full circle, making"avery free
and full acknowledgement of his error and seducement, and that with much
detestation of his sin."o' This recantation represented a brief pause for Aspin-
wall, who by 1.651. was supporring the Fifth Monarchy movement in Engiand,
which advocated government by the letter of the Bible in expectation of the
return and temporal rule of King Jesus.,' Though certainly an extreme case,
Aspinwall, like many other Antinomians, was closer on the religious continuum
to Bay colony Puritanism than to Hutchinsont celebrated "spiritism.,'



Adam and Eue. Detail of a caruing on the
headstone of Sarah Stuan (died 1767), Rhode
lsland. Photo by Allan Ludwig. RIHS
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10 CAST OUT FROM THE "CITY UPON A HILL"

contrary to the expectations of the Massachusetts magistracy and ministry,
the Antinomian exiles who remained in Aquidneck did organize churches. The
Boston church commiftee reported that at portsmouth the outcasts wanted to
know "what power one church hath over an other church," a somewhat bel-
ligerent question, but one that not only suggests the presence of religious com-
munities but also hints at the support of congregational polities as well. John
cotton himself recognized the existence of some church organizations among
the exiles, but he denied their "legality," since the Antinomian group had
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CAST OUT FROM THF, "CITY UPON A HILL"

rejected the covenant of the Boston church wholesare. However, the settlers ofAquidneck felt that the-ir congregations -... .o.rur ," ,rr. ."., ,t ey had reft;under the leadership of-coddingion, Dyet and John coggeshall, said rTilson,the Antinomians "ha[d] gathered rhem serves irrto .h,r..l"f.llowship notregardinge the Covenant that they have made with this church" and continuedto have "constant fellowship" with excommunicated people .,in a church way.,,cotton also noted that the Rhode Isrand church members ,.doe honor andesteeme of us as churches of christ," an indication that the exiles had rejectedneither the organization nor the doctrines of the Boston church.ro
Though a significant proportion of the Antinomian exires returned to main-stream Puritanism in England or Massachuse*s, a larger group remained inRhode Island, having succumbed, Massachusett, 

"oth"oriir., "ir.r-.d, to th.errors that their reclaimed neighbors had renounced. Men like winthrop fuflyexpected the civil fabric of Aquidneck setrlemenrs ro unravel as Antinomians
moved this way and rhat, red by their own individuar p....ptio.r, of the spirit.conrrary to Bav colony prognosrications, howev*, r;-.;il;;luite differentoccurred: the outcasts in fact established a true theocru.y i' nioae Island, onethat went even furrher than Massachusetts did in regulating sociery by scripture.Under the leadership of former Massachusetts magisrrate william coddington,the exiles signed a compact that pledged

in the presence ofJehovah, [to] incorporate ourselves into a Bodie politick, and asHe shall helpe, will submir our p..roir, rives and estares unto o.r. Lo.J;.r,,, chri.t,the King of Kings and Lord of iords, a'd to all those perfect and most absorutelaws of His' given us in His hory *oid of t uth, to be guided and judged thereby.,,
Accompanied by old Testament citations, this statement sought to outline andestablish a Hebrew-styre commonwearth and replicate the ancient covenant
between God and his chosen people. The subscribers-all outcast from Massa-chusetts as a result of the Antinomian controversy-submitted to a governmentin which the civil and the ecclesiastical were trury combined.r. coddington waselected chief magistrate with the Mosaic title .,Judge,,, 

and three .,Erders,, 
werechosen ro assisr him in the administration of l,rstic! "..*Ji"g i" 

.,rhe v/ord.,,Far from a resignation to anarchy, the government erected on Rhode Island
actually resembled a biblical ,r"r" propored by John cotton for Massachusetrs
Bay in 1636.s3 As such,.it embraced the nay corony,s tradition of rule by thesaints according to God,s word.

In his religious opinions during these years, as in the poriticar system he headed,\Tilliam coddington was certainly more compatible with the Massachusetts
elite than with Anne Hutchinson. From the beginning, the Borto'church hadheld out hope for his return to the fold, keeping him under admonition indefi_nitely. In 1'639 lohn rTilson had explained to his congregarion that coddirrg_ton "was sensable of an Evell" in hearing the preaching-of .".o--unicated
persons but was content to practice his own version of co.rgr"g"tionaiism inRhode Island.'o Moreover, unlike other exiles, he had,r.u.ri"iJ.,"d the Bostonchurch or its ordinances; later he even expressed regret for his rore in theAntinomian controversy.ij

coddington and his followers never compretely disavowed the goar of establish_ing an ideal biblical commonwealth, a f"il,rr" that alienated the Hutchinsonians
and created a rift among the outcasts. Having founded their own religious
meeting based upon God's grace and the indweiling Spirit, Anne Hutchinsonbfollowers demanded that the local government in Rhode Island be separate
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from convictions of faith.s5 Fearing the potential abuse of power under an eccle-
siastical regime like the one in Massachusetts, they asked for provisions to over-
ride the judge and elders at quarterly meetings. They achieved these safeguards
when, with the help of the newly arrived samuel Gorton and his followers, they
removed Coddington from office and established a new government at ports-
mouth based largely on English laq a development that was anything but
" radic.d." All subscribers to the new authority pledged allegiance to King charles and
agreed to quarterly courts, trial by jury, and separation of civil and religious
matters. Anne Hutchinson's husband, '$7illiam, 

was chosen chief magistrate.iT

Coddington's group responded to this coup by founding Newport on the
southern end of the island. This split between coddington's party and Anne
Hutchinson's soon resulted in religious organizations similar to the Boston
church at both ends of Aquidneck. shortly after settling ar Newport, codding-
ton led the establishment of another church, probably under the pastorship of
John clarke; according to reports of the Boston church in March 1639140, it
was "newly constituted" but gathered "in a very disordered way; for they took
some excommunicated persons, and others who were members of the church
of Boston and not dismissed." In the Boston church's estimation, these short-
comings were not great enough to warrant ,,Cuttinge them of[fl from us";
rather, any action against the exiled Antinomian church members was posr-
poned. Perpetual hope for reunion counteracted the desire of some Bostonians
to have all the Rhode Islanders excommunicated.s8

\7ith the help of his remaining allies in Portsmouth, coddington was able to
regain control of the entire island in 1640. After the reunification, however, he
began operating even more like the magistrate he had been in Massachusetts,se
shunning the titles "Judge" and "Elder" in favor of "Governo f' and,,Assistant.',
His system incorporated a number of Hutchinsonian reforms as well, including
quarterly courts and a clear division between church and state. The result of
this compromise between theocrats and those in favor of more separation of
government and religion was a political system that-with few exceptions-
continued to resemble that of the Bay Colony.

This united Antinomian government mimicked not only the structures of
Massachusetts but some of its procedures as well. As governor, coddington
acted to preserve order in a way reminiscent of John \Tinthrop; as long as his
power lasted, he would not tolerate challenges to his authority. His penchant
for exerting control came out most clearly in his treatment of the radical Samuel
Gorton, who arrived on Aquidneck in 1639 and sided with the Hutchinsonians
against the coddington theocracy. The following year, after a severe argument
over the legitimacy of Rhode Island's government, coddington ordered Gorton
whipped and banished.5o In 1646 he wrote to sfinthrop that "Gorton and his
company . . . ate to me as ever they have beene: their freedom of the Island is
denyed."" rfriting again two years later, coddington warned lfinthrop that
Gorton was a potential danger to Massachusetts and other colonies, "a thorne
in their and our sides, if the Lord prevent not." In this instance and others,
coddington, himself a victim of the Massachusetts Bay purge of Antinomians,
later used authority in the same way that the orthodox magistrates did.62

As his ongoing correspondence with'sfinthrop suggests, coddington proved
himself willing to work with all surrounding governments, even the one from
which he had fled. Early in 1648 coddington and Alexander partridge of
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Newport submitted a petirion to the United colonies of Massachusetts, plym-
outh, connecticut, and New-Haven asking that "wee the Ilandrs of Rhode
Iland may be Rescavied into combinacion wth all the united colonyes of New
England in a firme and perpetuall League of Friendship and amity.,' The two
claimed to be agents of "the major pt of our Iland,,' but the united colonies,
commissioners agreed to admit Aquidneck only if a majority of its freemen
would vote to submit the island to plymouth's jurisdiction. coddington fully
believed he could convince the Rhode Island settlers ro swear allegiance to the
separatist colony, revealing not only his conservative inclinations but also his
presumption that the enrire colony would willingly unite with an entity that
was clearly not "radical." In the end, coddington was able to garner an assent
to the plan only from the residents of portsmouth, but even this was a remark-
able accomplishment in a supposedly ,.radical" community.63

Though gauging the exrenr of actual radicalism among the exiles is difficult,
the presence of future sectarians in Rhode Island presents some clues. The Anti-
nomians who became Baptists, Quakers, and Gortonists made up a significant-
but certainly not overwhelming-minority of the outcasts. only a half-dozen
exiles found their way to Anabaptism, the most noted of whom, Dr. John
clarke, wandered a while with \x/heelwright and by t64g became the founder
of the First Baptist church in Newport.., John peckham was both a brother-
in-law to clarke and one of the ten male members in full communion with the
Baptist church in 1648; his children followed him into Anabaptism, and one
of his sons succeeded to the pastorship of the church in Newport.6i

All of the Rhode Island Antinomians who became Baptists became particular
Baptists. Their choice revealed that they felt connections to the congregational,
orthodox positions they had earlier embraced, especially that of limited atone-
ment. George Allen, though himself the father of six future euakers, was nor
extreme, being "a man of good standing among the puritans, notwithstanding
he was an Anabaptist."56 Robert Lenthall, according to \Tinthrop,

though of good report in England, coming hither, was found to have drank in some
of Mrs. Hutchinson's opinions, as of justification before faith, etc., and opposed
the gathering of our churches in such a way of mutual stipulation as was practiced
among us . . . [H. believed] that only baptism was the door of entrance into the
church, etc. so as rhe common sort of people did eagerly embrace his opinions, and
some labored to get such a church on foot as all baptized ones might communicate
in without any further trial of them.rt

Winthrop claimed that Massachusetts magistrates and elders

convinced [Lenthall] both of his error in judgment, and of his sin in practice to the
disturbance of our peace, etc., [and he] did openly and freely tettact,with expres-
sion of much grief of heart for his offence, and did deliver his retraction in writing,
under his hand, in the open court.68

Lenthall persisted in his advocacy of antipedobaptist views, however, and
removed to Newport, where he preached in John clarke's church before the
congregation turned to Anabaptism. He left for England about 1642.6e

The followers of eccentric theologian and radical samuel Gorton account for
an equally small proportion of the Antinomian exiles in Rhode Island. Gorton-
who had allied with the Hutchinsonians against coddington's theocracy and
later cultivated cordial relations with Quaker missionaries-denied all ministry
and sacraments, hated formal doctrines of all kinds, and claimed inner illumi-
nation by the spirit.'Z' After his political struggle with coddington and his
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whipping and banishment from Portsmouth, Gorton wandered about New
England before settling on the Shawomet Purchase (later \Tarwick) near provi-
dence. only five of the Antinomian outcasrs helped him establish his refuge.
Two of them, christopher Helme and william'wardall, had first gone ro Exe-
ter with Wheelwright, and the former had even returned to Massachusetts for a
time before settling in \farwick.'1 Tivo others, sampson Shotten and Francis
'weston, appear to have had strong connections to both euakers and Baptists.
Shotten had also been with wheelwright initially, and he eventually came inro
close contact with the Quaker missions via his wife's daughter; rreston had
practiced Anabaptism before embracing Gorton's ideas as early as 1,642.?,

The Quakers were the largest sectarian group arising out of the Rhode Island
Antinomians, and the latest to appear in the colony. Although rhere were three
times as many Quakers as Gortonists, they still account for only one-fifth of
the eighty-six outcasts. Among those listed in later records of the society of
Friends are prominent merchants, political leaders, and patriarchs of well-
known Quaker families. Governors Henry Bull, William Coddington, Jeremy
clarke, and Nicholas Easton appear in birth, marriage, and death records
for the Rhode Island Monthly Meeting, along with Thomas Cornell.'3 John
Coggeshall, the first "president" of the colony under its 1647 charter, died
twenty-five years before the formation of the meeting, yet his death is noted
in the records.'a At least one exile, Ralph Allen, was involved with euaker
communities in both Rhode Island and Sandwich, appearing on the logs of
both meetings." A number of others are mentioned only in the birth records;75
this group includes John Albro and Adam Mort, Jr., the progenitors of huge
Quaker families on Aquidneck.TT

Among the exiles who do not appear on Quaker lists are some whose extensive
family ties to the sect suggest that they may have been sympathetic to the soci-
ety's principles. Jeremiah Gould, an Antinomian who remained in Rhode Island
less than two years before returning to England, raised a well-known family of
Quakers, including the famous Public Friend Daniel Gould." samuel wilbore
had English connections to the Quaker Sherman familg and his own family
joined the Friends in Rhode Island."Less directly connected to the sect were
\Tilliam Baulston and George Parker, whose daughters married into euaker
families, and John Porter, who was father-in-law to Samuel \7ilbore, Jr., and
Philip sherman, both of whom were Friends.s' At least three of Thomas waite's
children married Quakers, and Robert carr was also connected to the sociery
by marriage.8l

John Sanford's sympathy for the society is revealed by his involvement in
Quaker social circles and the wording of his will. Four of his children married
into Quaker families, and two others had ties to the Quaker communities of
Barbados; Sanford's will mentions all of these children, as well as his euaker
friends Richard Borden and Richard Tew. In a statement strongly suggesting

Quaker principles, his will asks that christ "replenish [his wife and children]
with his Holy Spirit, so as they may live in the fear of God and unity of the
spirit."82 Sanford's veiled spiritual status is typical for seventeenth-century
Rhode Island; confirmed sectarians were clearly the exception among the
Antinomian outcasts.
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For those exiled as a result of the Antinomian controversy, Rhode Island
was a wilderness in which their unpopular religious views could be publicly
expressed. For the authorities in Boston, this group of eighty-six held danger-
ous opinions concerning religion and the civil state which, if given free reign,
would result in schism and anarchy. These views arose primarily from puritan
theology which depended upon a delicate balance of the'word and spirit,
order and inspiration.83 The Antinomian emphasis on Spirit and inspiration
over the'word and order necessarily threatened orthodox control over the
"cify upon a hill."

Judging by what this group and its beliefs wrought in Rhode Island, these
fears were unfounded. Nearly a quarter of the outcasts returned to the security
of Massachusetts or their communities in England. Those who stayed in Rhode
Island showed themselves capable of establishing churches in the congrega-
tional tradition and forming stable town and colonial governments. The
discord that existed was often associated with the political machinations of
william coddington, a future Friend himself, who was likely "convinced',
in order to join the "Quaker grandees" who held power in the colony in the
later seventeenth century. Prior to his conversion between 1665 and 1,672,his
decidedly conservative faction was opposed only by a smaller, more spiritually
radical group following the lead of Anne Hutchinson. In their denunciations
of Rhode Island, Bay colony magistrates and ministers focused upon and
exaggerated the influence of Mrs. Hutchinson, despite the fact that her fol-
lowers needed the help of a similarly small group led by fellow exile Samuel
Gorton to remove coddington from power. Furthermore, the "radicals,, held
sway for less than a year before Aquidneck was once again united under
Coddington's conservative authority.

For a decade or so after the Antinomian episode, Rhode Island remained
strikingly similar to Massachusetts in both government and religion. If the
civil state of Aquidneck appeared dangerous and extreme to the Bay colony
elite, it was only because its original political stlucture was even more theo-
cratic and Bible-based than that of Massachusetts itself. After 1640 govern-
ment forms and laws in the Bay colony and Rhode Island were virtually
identical. If Rhode Island's religious atmosphere seemed illegitimate to the
orthodox ministers to the north, it was only because the churches established
in Portsmouth and Newport were nor initiated according to these ministers'
exact specifications, not because the churches' doctrine overemphasized the
Spirit. Such "spiritist" heresies as Quakerism would not flourish in Rhode
Island until the 1650s, when the Antinomian predisposition to radicalism
would meet with increasing exposure to the ideas and organization of English
sectarians. Even then the attraction of radicalism was felt by only a minoriry
of the exiles, who, according to John winthrop, ought to have avidly embraced
the anarchy represented by Quakerism, Anabaptism, and Gortonism. That they
did not offers some indication that the Rhode Island realiry did not live up to
the Bay Colony rhetoric.
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RICHARD A. GOULD

A Martin T4M-1 from Gould Island Naual
Air Facility test-drops a Mark VII torpedo
in L928. Note the small parachute attached
to the torpedo uarhead to keep it leuel as it
enters the water. Courtesy of the Naual'War
College Museum, Newport.

Background image: Detail from a 1943
aerial uiew of Gould Island NAF, looking
southwest. Naual Historical Collection,
Naual'War College, Newpolt.

Richard Gould is a professor of anthropology
at Brown Unversity.

Gould Island Naval Air Facility
and Aerial Torpedo Bombing

xcept for a small u.S. Navy facility at its extreme north end, Gould
Island, located in the East Passage of Narragansett Bay, stands deserted
today. Most of its fifty-six acres are covered bv thick brambles and

vines, and its buildings, including the Naval Torpedo Station and Testing
Facility, are derelict or in a semicollapsed condition. The island is divided by
a chain-link fence across its northern tip: the area north of the fence is adminis-
tered by the u.s. Navy and is closed to visitors; the area south of the fence is
administered by the State of Rhode Island as a bird sanctuary and is also closed
to the public excepr by special permit. Gould Island appears moribund today;
and yet, prior to and at the start of \forld war II, it was the site of the U.s.
Navy's primary efforts to develop and test aerial torpedoes.

The story of Gould Island Naval Air Facility begins with the navy's acquisition
of the island from its private owner, Mrs. percy D. Houghton of Newport, on
7 August 1918.1The recorded price was $89,000.' The navy considered Gould
Island a relatively safe site to store torpedo warheads and other explosives and
to conduct tests away from the main complex of the Naval Torpedo Station at
Goat Island and coddington cove. By 1921the navy had installed a torpeclo
storehouse and two warhead storehouses, a pier and railroad, and a seaplane
hangar of steel-frame and wood construction with a concrete platform and
ramp, the latter situated at the west end of the island., It is this aircraft facility
that is of special interest here, since it represented the U.s. Navy's first serious
interest in the use of aerial torpedoes. The facility included the present concrete
apron at the south end of the island along with the west-facing concrete sea-
plane ramp, sloping to a depth of 3 112 feet below mean low water. The first
seaplane, a Naval Aircraft Factory pr-1 piloted by Lieutenant (j.g.) Thomas
H. MurphS arrived in 192r and was flown that year by Lieutenant Murphy
in the U.S. Navy's first aerial torpedo test drops.4

Lieutenant Murphy commanded the original Air Detail at Gould Island
NAF, with two additional pilots, Lieutenant commander Hugh c. Frazer and.
Lieutenant (j.g.) Peter Talbot, assigned to the unit in 1,921,. The initial drop-rests
were conducted with Mark vII torpedoes that had been converted from their
usual use aboard ships and submarines (in a 1928 photograph showing a
Martin T4M-1 floatplane from Gould Island NAF dropping a Mark vII, a
small drogue parachute can be seen attached to the forward end of the torpedo
to prevent it from nose-diving into the water and burying itself in the bottom of
Narragansett Bay)., During the 1920s the navy showed a keen interesr in aerial
torpedo testing and experimented with such new rorpedoes as the Mark vI[,
its first true aerial torpedo, and with new types of aircraft,such as the Burgess
N-9 and the Douglas DT:2. During this period the navy also used a converted
fleet oiler, the USS Patoka, as a mobile mooring dock for the shenandoah, a
German zeppelin taken as a prize in world war I and flown by the navy from
the waters around Gould Island.5
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Despite these efforts, the U.S. Nar.1'was a relative latecomer in experimenting
with and carrying our aerial torpedo bombing. The concept of torpedo-carrying
aircraft was first proposed to rhe British Admiralty In 1911 by two Royal Navy
pilots, Commander -\lurrar Suerer and Lieutenant Douglas Hyde-Thomson.
T. o. M. soprvirh. one of Brirain's pioneer aircraft manufacturers, built a spe-
cial seaplane lr-irh a )00-horsepo*'er e:iEine. and in 1913 this plane, piloted
by Lieutenant ^{rthur Longmore. t'ecan:e rle first ever ro take off successfully
carrying a torpedo. \leanrvhile, Suerer an,j Hrd--Thomson designed a torpedo-
dropping gear. u-hich n'as installed on a Shorr Bro:he:s Folder seaplane. On 28

July 1974, just sir days before the start of \-orld \far I. rre speciallv equipped
plane dropped a 14-inch'Sfhitehead torpedo neighing t1,-r pDl-:cs-the first
recorded drop of a live torpedo. At about the same rime. an iiaLan a',':a:,-,--.

Alessandro Guidoni, dropped an 825-pound dummy torpedo from a nvin-
engined Farman monoplane during private demonstration trials.'

Honors for the earliest operational use of aerial torpedoes are divided befween
the Royal Navy and the Imperial German Navy during'World'War I. In Britain
the Short Brothers built a larger, 225-horsepower version of their 1,91,3 float-
plane specifically for torpedo attack, and the Royal Navy deployed three of
these aircraft (the Short Admiralty Type 184) aboard the HMS Ben-My-Chree,
a former Isle of Man passenger ship converted to a seaplane carrier in 1915.8
On 12 and 1.7 August 1915 the Short seaplanes from this ship carried our rhe
world's first aerial attacks with torpedoes when they attempted to sink Turkish
ships in the Dardanelles, but they achieved only mixed success. On 1,2 August,
Flight Commander C. H. K. Edmonds successfully torpedoed a 5,900-ton
Turkish steamer from the air, only to discover later that the ship had already
been attacked by British submarines and had been beached and abandoned by
the Turks. On 17 August, in company with Flight Lieutenant G. B. Dacre,
Edmonds attacked and hit a Turkish supply ship, but the vessel remained afloat
and was later recovered by the Turks. Meanwhile, still carrying his torpedo,
Dacre had engine trouble and made a forced landing in the strait near Galata.
Unable to take off with the torpedo but unwilling to abandon it, Lieutenant
Dacre taxied down the strait until he encountered a 300-ton Turkish tugboat,
which he sank by launching his torpedo from the surface. Thus unencumbered,
he was able to take off and return to the Ben-My-Chree.n

During the war the Imperial German Navy developed a series of torpedo-
carrying floatplanes that could operate from shore bases along the North
Sea coast. One early effort was a twin-engined Hansa-Brandenburg seaplane
(Model GN7D) designed by Ernst Heinkel at Flensburg to carry a 400-pound
torpedo.'o Another early effort was the Albatros 'V75 845, which performed
successful torpedo-dropping trials at Flensburg in mid-1916 but was too under-
powered for operational use." In November 1916 a Hansa-Brandenburg GWD
torpedoed and sank a British ship in the Thames estuary.'2 One notable conse-
quence of these trials and this success was the continued development of the
Hansa-Brandenburg design into the V.29 and 

'S7.33 
single-engined floatplane

series, one of the most successful aircraft. types of 'World War I. The Hansa-
Brandenburg G'S7D, however, proved too slow and underpowered for attacks
against the main elements of the British fleet, and the Imperial German Navy
abandoned its development of aerial torpedo bombing by 1.91.8. The W.29 and
'S7.33 

were used instead for general patrol and fighter duties over the North Sea

and English Channel, where they achieved virtual air supremacy. After the war
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the 17.33 was produced and flown in large numbers by the air forces of
Denmark, Norwag Finland, and Japan.'3

More or less simultaneously with the u.S. Navy's efforts at Gould Island NAE,
the Japanese Navy set about developing its own aerial torpedo bombing force.
Unlike Britain, Germany, and the united Stares, Japan immediately emphasized
the use of conventional wheeled aircraft over floatplanes as torpedo and
bombers. The Mitsubishi company hired a British engineer, Herbert Smith, to
design a series of naly aircraft, one of which was the prorotype zMTl.,which
first flew in 1923. This two-seat, single-engined biplane was quickly placed in
production as the Mitsubishi Type 13, also known as the B1M, to serve aboard
Japan's rapidly emerging force of aircraft carriers. Aircraft of this type were a
key element in the early development of a carrier-based strike force by Japan,
to be used in coordinated attacks along with carrier-based fighters and dive-
bombers. The Japanese realtzed that floats on aircraft created penalties of
weight and drag that seriously compromised a torpedo bomber's speed and
maneuverability and they opted early for carrier-based aviation. Although
superseded by more modern types, Mitsubishi BlMs participated in attacks
from the aircraft carriers Kaga and Hosho during the Shanghai Incident of
January 1932, and they continued in service until 1938.1aDuring the interwar
years the Japanese also achieved considerable success in developing naval torpe-
does in general and aerial torpedoes in particular, their Type 91, aerialtorp.do
being a case in point.

while the influence of British engineers continued in Japan, especially in the
development of torpedo bombers, by the 1930s the Royal Navy was improving
its own carrier-borne torpedo-bombing capabilities as well. British aircraft like
the Blackburn Ripon, first flown in 1926, were effective in both their floatplane
and conventional land plane configurations, but by 1933 the introduction of
the Fairey swordfish biplane also reflected a commitment by the Royal Navy to
conduct aerial torpedo attacks from the decks of carriers at sea.

In this context the u.s. Navy's testing and development program at Gould
Island NAF was not only slow in gerting under way; it was dilatory in arriving
at a realistic evaluation of the aerial torpedo as a weapon. Long after the navies
of Japan and England had committed themselves to carrier-based torpedo
bombing in the 1920s and 1930s and had evolved both the necessary racics
and the torpedo technology Gould Island NAF continued as the u.s. Navy's
primary aerial torpedo testing facility despite the fact that only seaplanes could
operate there. In 1923 fwther tesrs were conducted with the Douglas DT:2 and
Burgess N-9 aircraft; in 1925 a curtiss cs-1 floatplane was added; and in 1926
a Douglas DT-4 (an advanced version of the DT-2) arrived as well. A Martin
T4M-1 was brought to Gould Island NAF in 1928,the same year that the
Mark vIII aerial torpedo was introduced as part of an effort initiated by the
navy's Bureau of ordnance (Buord) in 1925 to produce a true air-launched tor-
pedo. command of the Air Detail at Gould Island NAF had been transferred to
Lieutenant c. A. Hawkins in 1925 as torpedo test drops continued. The variety
of akcraft introduced to Gould Island NAF during this period was indicative of
the interest by the navy's Bureau of Aeronautics (BuAer) in developing torpedo-
dropping aircraft, but the involvement of two separate navy bureaus, Buord

++{{+
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and BuAer, complicated the operation of the testing program during this crucial
period.r one indication of the increasing intensity oi th" drop-testing program

at this time was the closing of airspace over Gould lslarrd and it.
surrounding waters to all civil airctaft by the Navy Department on
12 August 1935.16

rn 1939 drop-tesrs began at Gould Island NAF for the Briss-Leavitt
aerial torpedo, later known as the Mark XIII. This turbine_powered
torpedo was originally of British design, with an engineerini lineage
extending back to the beginnings of torpedo developme.rt tr"y Rob.rt
Whitehead during the late nineteen century, althougi th" t.rrbirr.
propulsion unit was an American modification .1? By 1939 the U.S.
Navy was in the process of building up an aircraft carrier force
along with Britain and Japan. part of ihi, p.ogru* involved the
construction of an improved carrier-launched torpedo aircraft. In
1934 BuAer called for proposals from several aircraft manufacturers
to produce a new design capable of carrying the 2,000_pound Mark

Aerial uiew of Gould Island NAF, looking
northeast, g February 1943. The 1921 hingar
(with a star on tbe roof) stands beside the
hangar built in 1942. The original hangar
tuas torn down shortly after this picture was
taken. The airplane parked on tbe uest side
of tbe 1942 hangar is a pBy-SA Catalina.
Naual Historical Collections, Naual War
College, Netuport.

XIII. The winner of the competition was rh; Douglas XTBD_1,
which made its first flight on 15 April lgss and,was accepti by the navy in
1936. This aircraft-the first all-metal, low-wing -orroplurr" adopted by the
navy for service aboard aircraft carriers-became the TBD-1 Devastator and
was the most modern torpedo bomber in service anlwhere at the time of its
introduction to the fleet in 1937. on 21 June 1939 the first production TBD-1
was ferried to the Naval Aviation Factory at the philadelphia Navy yard, where
a pair of floats was installed in prace of the landing g"ur. Thi, -oiificutio'resulted in the TBD-1A. After a monrh of flight t.rt, u, Anacostia Naval Air
Station in washington, D.c., the new plane was delivered to Gourd Island
NAF for aerial drop-tests wirh the Mark XIII.
The TBD-1A was about rwenty miles per hour srower than the standard TBD-1.
Pilots reported that it handled well on the water and was stable in slow flight.
To allow for the weight of the torpedo as well as the airplane, the floats on the
TBD (manufactured by the EDo corporation) were the largesr ever fitted to a
single-engine aircraft." viewed in the context of progress ii aerial torpedo tac-
tics and technology at the time these tests were conducted, the TBD-1A was an
anomaly. \fhat the navy did, in effect, was to construct an airplane on floats, a
design demonstrably inappropriate for torpedo aircraft;r,r.h il"rr., had been
abandoned by other nations, notably Japan and Britain, in favor of carrier-
launched types. since carrier-launched aircraft were always faster and more
maneuverable than their floatplane counterparts, the navy's drop-test program
for the Mark XIII could never be expected to accurately reflect the real condi-
tions under which the torpedo would be used in combat. By 1939 Gould Island
NAF was an anachronism as a testing site for aerial torpedoes.

one of the most critical factors in torpedo drop-tests was the delicate combina_
tion of speed, height above water, and sea conditions at the moment of the
drop. Torpedoes would. sometimes drop tail-first into the water, and the impact
would damage the rudder and propeller mechanisms and send th. to.p"do.s
astray. To counter this tendencS the Royal Navy fitted a wooden drogue behind
the propellers for a more level descent and entry. Later, lightly constructed
vanes were attached to the rudders to keep the torpedo lwel during descent;
these snapped off easily upon contact with the water. During the tb3os the
Royal Navy confronted the probrems of aerial torpedo d.op"pirrg in combat
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This photograph of the seaplane ramps
and parking area at Gould Island NAF was
taken by tbe author on 15 September 1991.
Seueral support buildings are still standing,
but only the foundations of the 1-921 and
1942 hangars remain.

with increasingly effective solutions. Later it even fitted a gyroscopic mecha-
nism to its torpedoes to control them during their entire aerial descent. But it
was the Japanese who perfected the art of reliable and accurate torpedo drop-
ping. Their Type 9l could be dropped successfully from as high as 1,000 feet
and at speeds of up to 260 knots. During their successful attack on the British
Prince of Wales and Repulse off Malaya on 10 December 1941, many drops
were made from 200 feet, with some from as high as 350 to 500 feet." By way
of contrast, U.S. Navy torpedo-bomber pilots flying the TBD-1 in 1942 were
trained to drop the Mark XIII at a speed of about 80 knots and at an altitude
of no more than 80 feet, and only during the daytime, making them vulnerable
to antiaircraft fire and opposing fighters and allowing them little room for error
in carrying out their attacks.2. The Royal Narry's antiquated Swordfish torpedo
bombers were even slower, but their pilots were trained to attack at night and
did so whenever possible as a way of evading enemy defenses, and their torpe-
does were better."

The aerial torpedo testing program at Gould Island NAF continued to lag be-
hind those of Japan and England during the critical years of 1939-1941, with
dire consequences. The spectacular success of the night torpedo attack by
British Swordfish bombers against Italian capital ships in their base at Taranto
in November 1940, along with other successful aerial torpedo attacks at night
or dusk against the Italian fleet at Matapan in March 1941'z2 and against the
German battleship Bismarck in May 1941,Ied to a firm decision by Admiral
Isoroku Yamamoto to employ aerial torpedo bombing against the U.S. fleet at
Pearl Harbor in Decemb er 1941. The depth of water at Taranto was 42 feet or
less, which was thought too shallow for effective use of aerial torpedoes, but
the British success there convinced Yamamoto that an assault of this kind at
Pearl Harbor (whose water depth was 45 feet) could work if the flight crews
were specially trained and the torpedoes outfitted with plywood fins to pre-
vent them from going too deep.23 Any action of this kind was beyond the
capabilities of U.S. Navy torpedo bombers at that time.

During the summer of 1940 con-
struction began in North Kingstown
at what was to become Quonset
Naval Air Station, and in Octo-
ber 1,940 a scouting squadron
of PBY-SA Catalina amphibious
flying boats was commissioned
for a "Neutrality Patrol." The
single wooden hangar built in
1,921, at Gould Island NAF
was obviously inadequate for
the navy's expanded needs at
this time, especially with the for-
mation of four new patrol squad-
rons of PBY-SAs at Quonset Point
in 1.941.,'o but Gould Island NAF
served as an auxiliary field for
these operations. Following the

attack on Pearl Harbor, however,
the facilities at Gould Island NAF
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were expanded as part of the overall wartime buildup in the Narragansett
Bay area. At the same time, the aerial torpedo testing program was stepped
up to as many as ten flights per day, using both floatplanes and land-based

aircraft from Quonset Point.25

The wooden 1921, seaplane hangar and west seaplane ramp were retained
while construction of a new hangar and a larger, south-facing ramp was begun

in1,942. The nern hangar was completed by December 1,942, along with the

new seaplane ramp, erpanded aircraft-parking areas, and support facilities
Iike a steam-heating plant and barracks." Aerial photographs of Gould island
NAF taken on 9 February 1,943 show both the original 1.921. hangar and the

new hangar,r- but another aerial photograph taken on 18 August 1943 shows

only the larger L942 hangar still standing.'8 The PBY-5A patrol bomber and

the rwo J2F Duck single-engined amphibians parked next to the hangar in the

latter photograph were probably typical of the types of aircraft operating at

Gould Island NAF throughout'World War II, though not necessarily always

for torpedo-testing purposes. This photograph also shows the new south ramp;
50 feet wide and 350 feet long, with a slope of 6 degrees, and extending to a
depth of 10 feet below low-tide level, the ramp could accommodate any type of
seaplane operating in 1942.'1e An aerial photograph of "existing improvements"
taken on 9 February 1943 shows a pier and two large magazines on the east

side of the island, along with other buildings and areas under construction near

the air base.'o A,imall control tower was added atop the south end of the hangar
sometime,after,August 1,943;but otherwise, as an aerial photograph datedT
April1945'shows, this remained the basic configuration of Gould Island NAF
for,ful'fest of \forld'War IL3'

ffrilMaif. XIII aerial torpedo underwent exhaustive testing at Gould Island
NAF'from 1941to 1945, with a total of 4,300 test drops performed during
that period. Although significant improvements in the torpedo's performance

werelrepoited, these came too late to affect the results of a series of important
aerial battles against the Japanese in the Pacific during L942. During a well-
executed attack against Japanese ships based atLae and Salamaua in New
Guinea,on,1,0'Maich 1942,T8D-1. aircrafi. of squadrons VI-2 and VT-5 from
the carriers Yorktown and Lexingtonlaunched a total of twenty-three Mark
XIII torpedoes from altitudes as low as 28 feet but scored only a single hit.
Stopgap efforts were made aboard U.S. carriers to improve the Mark XIII's
drop performance by adding plywood vanes around the propellers, creating

boxlike wooden tail fins that led crews to refer to the result as the "orange
crate" torpedo.3'This expedient gained some success when it was first tried on

1 February 1.942 rn a raid against shipping at Kwajalein Island, with TBD-1s
from the Yorktown's squadron VT-6 sinking one armed trawler and hitting
(but not sinking) seven other ships. Despite these apparently encouraging
results, many other torpedoes were seen to go astray or fail to explode upon
contact with their targets. Of the twenty-two modified Mark XIII torpedoes

launched during raids by Yorktown TBDs against Tulagi Harbor on 4 May
1,942, only a single hit was scored.

In the Battle of the Coral Sea on 7 May 1,942, initia! attacks against the Japa-
nese aircraft carrier Shoho by twelve TBDs of VT-2 failed to gain a single hit,
but a second group of TBDs from W-2 and VT-5 had better luck, sinking the

Shoho with at least seven hits. This was widely regarded as the most perfectly
executed aerial torpedo attack by American forces during'World lVar II," and it

:
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was the first sinking of a major Japanese combat ship in the war. unfortu-
nately this success was not matched by torpedo attacks against the much larger
Japanese carrier shokaku by rwenty TBDs from yr-2 aniVT-S later in the
same engagement; none of their torpedoes hit, or, if they did, they failed to
explode. The shokaku was damaged and put out of action for two months
by dive-bombers. The Mark XIIIs were still performing erratically on the eve
of the Battle of Midway, despite the plywood fins and iast-minute artempts
to improve the firing pins.

The events of Midway are well known and do not need to be described in detail
here. Fourteen TBDs from vr:8 aboard the uSS Hornet and fifteen TBDs from
W-6 aboatd the Enterprise attacked four Japanes e akcraftcarriers but failed
to score a single hit with their Mark XIII torpedoes. Their artack was followed
by twelve TBDs from YT-3 (yorktown), andthey too failed to score a hir. of
the forty-one TBDs launched againsr the Japanese on 4 June 1942, only six
returned (and one of these ditched near the Enterprise),resulting in a casualty
rate of almost 90 percent in an attack that achieved no torpedo 

"hir, 

", 
all. This

engagement ended the career of the TBD-1 as a torpedo bomber, since very
few remained in service; in fact, as one commentator points out, .,it spelled
the death knell of torpedo bombing irself."3a Although designed as a torpedo
bomber to replace the TBD, the TBF/TBM Avenger *u, --. often used as a
conventional attack bomber and, like the TBD, had little success with the Mark
XIII during repeated attacks against Japanese carriers and other ships during
1942. By the time rhe improved Mark XIII became available in r943,most of
the decisive carrier battles were over, and dive-bombing had proved more effec-
tive. Aerial torpedo testing continued at a raptdpace at Gould Island NAF for
the remainder of \7orld war II, but aeriar torpedoes failed to produce notable
results in actual operation.

Although the torpedo factory and tesr facllity at the north end of Gould Island
remained in use until at least 1973 (withthe former test pier still in limited
use by the nary today), and a degaussing station on the island also continued
functioning awhile, Gould Island NAF ceased operations sometime during the
1950s. The navy made less use of seaplanes after'world'war II, but a series of
three aerial photographs of Gould Island taken on 24 septembe r 19 53 shows
the 1942 seaplane hangar still standing, with the parkinj area and, ramps clear
of vegetation.35

on 26 october 1991, after obtaining permission to land on the island from
the Rhode Island Division of Fish and 's7ildlife 

) a teamof nine members of
the newly formed Rhode Island Aviation Heritage Association (including the
author) made a daylong visit to Gould Island NAF. This visit followed detailed
aerial photography of the island by association members with their own air-
craft. It came as a pleasant surprise to discover that the concrete parking area
and ramps remained in generally good condition. The west ramp o f rgz|
was found to be in virtually the same condition as it appeared in a u.S. Navy
photograph dated 11 January !934.36 on the south ramp of 1942 ir was possi-
ble to identify the portion of the ramp and iron mooring bollard shown in a
1939 photograph of the TBD-1A on its beaching gear.3'Two inrac and nearly
complete torpedo carts-the same fype that appears in early but undated navy
photographs of the Mark vIII and XIII torpedoes at the Naval v/ar college
Historical Archives-were found on the concrete parking area near the west
ramp, and several more were discovered close to the ruins of the former base
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fire station near the center of the island. These carts evidently continued in use

during and possibly even after'World'!Var iL Perhaps most surprising of all was

the discovery of the aft section of a torpedo resting on the island's west beach

a short distance north of the west ramp. This torpedo-not a turbine-powered

Mark XIII but an early, as-yet unidentified model-had modern rope wrapped

around it; probably it had been snagged by a fisherman and hauled to shore

sometime after Gould island NAF and the torpedo factory were abandoned.

Notes on the torpedo were made and photographs taken for later identification.

All structures and items observed and recorded by the RIAHA team were left

in place, as found. The association's future plans include mapping the concrete

apron and ramps to document the visible remains of the 1.921 and L942 factli-

ties, of which there are still some limited traces, along with such related items

as torpedo carts, bollards, and aircraft tie-down rings.

The story of Gould Island NAF from 192L to 1'945 rcached its culmination in

the erratic fortunes of the U.S. Navy's torpedo-bombing campaign against the

Japanese in 1,942. The failure of that campaign cannot be attributed to cow-

ardice or incompetence, for the fliers who conducted it performed as skillfully
as their training allowed; they were aware of the deficiencies of their weapons

and their vulnerability as a result of these deficiencies, and they went ahead

anyway. One only needs to read the account by George Gay-the TBD pilot
who was the sole survivor of VT-S after the attack at Midway-or hear him

describe his emotions and those of his squadron leader and fellow fliers before

and during the battle to appreciate how unprepared our forces were at that
time.38 "You know, Adelaide," the squadron leader, Lieutenant Commander

John C. 
'Waldron, wrote to his wife the evening before the battle, "in this

business of torpedo attack, I acknowledge we must have a break."3e 
'Waldron

believed passionately in the future of aerial torpedo attack as a decisive weapon

against the Japanese. Sadly, his airplane was one of the first to be shot down,

long before it reached its drop point. There was to be no break, and the future

of aerial torpedo bombing by the U.S. Navy substantially ended that day.

If it was not cowardice or incompetence, then what can account for this

dramatic failure? There can be no final answef, and the matter remains open

to intefpretation, but the story of Gould Island NAF offers some clues about

institutional factors that may have been responsible. Division of authority and

jurisdiction between navy bureaus, isolation and a general unwillingness to

learn from what other countries like Britain and Germany had been doing in

this field since the early days of World Nfar I, inappropriate and even contradic-

tory test procedures better suited to obsolescent seaplanes under ideal operating

conditions than to modern carrier-based aircraft under more realistic condi-

tions-all these emerge as potential factors, and any or all of them might help

to account for the tragic failures of 1942. A rigorous testing program at Gould

Island NAF eventually produced an improved Mark XIII torpedo. The new

torpedo-especially if it had been carried by the TBF/TBM Avenger-might
have made a crucial difference during the difficult days between Pearl Harbor

and Midway. It might have been the break that Commander \(aldron and his

fellow pilots needed, but it came too late.
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FROM THE COLLECTIONS

DENISE J. BASTIEN

Auery Lord Collection
1920-1940
1,175 irnages

Thk k the Graphics Diuision's nxost compre-
hensiue photographic collection. Working as
a commercial and freeJance photographer,
t,ord recorded many notable euents, including
Charles Lindbergb's 1927 uisit to Rhode
Island and the construction of the Mount
Hope Bridge. Trained as an auiator, Lord
became the first Rhode Islander to produce
aerial pbotographs of the state.

Franh'Warren Marsh all Collection
1895-1925
145 images

Frank \Tarren Marshall was a photographer
and artist for the Prouidence Journal between
t897 and 1923. He was also an instructor in
illustration at the Rhode Island School of
Design and a charter member of the
Providence Art Club. This collection is rich
with views of Providence, scenes around
Rhode Island, trolleys, yachts, and airplanes.

Denise Bastien is the graphics curator of the
Rhode Island HisroricaI Sociery.

Images of Rhode Island:
The Photographer's Arr

umbering more than a quarter of a million images of Rhode Island
from 1849 to the present, the photographic collections of the Rhode/ I Island Historical Society are among its most important holdings.

Through the lenses of both amateur and professional photographers, we are
given the opportunity to see nearly every manner of riie, *ork,i.ir.rre activity,
social custom, and natural or man-made environment that has existed in the
state during that time. Highlighted here are but a few of the Graphics Division,s
many collections of photographs.

The Graphics Division of the Rhode Island Historical society is located at the
Society's library. Researchers wishing to view the collections should contact the
graphics curator in advance to schedule an appointment. Those interested in
obtaining copy prints for research, teaching, exhibition, or publication should
direct their inquiries to the assistant graphics curaror. The library is at r2r
Hope street, Providence, Rhode Island 02906; telephone, (401) 331-g57s;
fax, (401) 751-7930.



IMAGES OF RHODE ISLAND: THE PHOTOGRAPHER'S ART

The Albertype Company Collection
1890-19 50
752 Images

The Albertype Company of Brooklyn, New
York, a publisher of uietobooks and postcdrds,

was founded after the Ciuil'War and contin-
ued in business until 1952. Represented in this
collection dre streets and beaches, Prouidence
architecture, Narrugansett Pier, and the man-
sions and Naual Training Station in Newport.

Apponaug Print'V{orks Collection
1900
43 images

Taken by an unrecorded photographer, these
photos document the workers (including
women and children), machinery, and manu-

facturing processes at the Apponaug Print
\Yorhs in Waruich.
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